DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING A KAOS IMPRESSION
READ THRU CAREFULLY FIRST BEFORE MAKING YOUR IMPRESSION!
VIDEO TUTORIAL
Lopti's KKF Impression-Making Video!
YEAH, THERE'S A VIDEO, BUT READ IT ANYWAY!!! :)
So…you want fangs. You want to put an edge to your smile. Fangtastic! ‘Cause we’re here to
help. Regardless of whether you want classics, shorties, to resemble your favorite True Blood
stars, sport black pleather like Selene, get a full set, or run with the pack in an exquisite set of
werewolf teeth, we can sharpen your grill. And if you have ever made a packet of Kool-Aid or a
glass of chocolate milk, then you can make an impression. I’m not saying it’s easy, I’m just saying
you already have the basics down pat. So, relax, and let’s play!
First off…Here is what you’ll need:
What We Sent You…

Packet of Alginate – Supplied in a nifty handy sealing plastic bag. Able to
make 3 - 4 Impressions, so you an get it right.

Nifty Handy Sealing Plastic Bag – aaahh, yeah, don’t tear it or loose it ’cause
yer gonna need it.


Bite Tray(s) – Supplied, as well. RETURN ALL OF THEM!!!!

What You’ll Have To Get…


2 - Paper Towel Sheets – you can conserve with half sheets


1 - Mixing Cup – two if using paper cups, tho we prefer reusable plastic or
glass. It will clean up.

1 - Metal Spoon – rounded soup spoons work the best, but any normal metal
spoon will do!

1 - ¼ Measuring Cup – or just another spoon that you can use to move water
from your water vessel


Water – preferably in an easy accessed opened cup or container

Now…Here’s what you do:
--Multiple Bite Trays. Sometimes we send more than 1 bite tray. This is so that you have a
secondary option to make a good impression. Please do not waste it on making a lower palette
impression if you are only getting fangs on your top palette. Make impressions for what you are
getting done only, and RETURN BOTH BITE TRAYS!!! With the Impressions in them. DO NOT
TAKE THEM OUT OF THE TRAYS!!! Failure to send back both trays will result in a forfeit of your
Kaos Kustom Guarantee.

---RETURN BOTH, OR ALL, BITE TRAYS!!! I'm tired of opening impressions kits and not seeing
all of my bite trays returned. It is upsetting, and costs me additional money. Return
them...preferably with impressions in them. That is why I sent them to you, to help you have the
option of making a good and usable impression WITHOUT having to pay extra for an additional kit.
*This portion of the instructions brought to you by the failure of others to read these instructions
and follow through!
--A Thumbnail Test. After reading the instructions, mix up a very small portion of the Alginate to
see how it reacts, looks, and feels in your environment before attempting to make your first
impression. In hotter environments the Alginate will harden faster. If too hot it will harden too
quickly to work with, so prepare in a cool environment. Now... If you are confident after reading the
instructions, then rock on with your bad self and have fun!
--For Double Impressions Only: Make one impression at a time. Do Not attempt to make both the
top and bottom at the same time.
--Lay out one paper towel sheet on your work surface area and set the other one to the side for
later.
--Set the Bite Tray, Alginate, Mixing Cup, Spoon, Measuring Cup, and Water - in a container - on
your paper towel in an easy to reach, manageable arrangement, leaving room in the center to
work. Best to have things prepared!!! Because, from mixing to final impression it only takes
about 2:30 minutes.
--Measure out 1.5 TABLESPOON of the Alginate that we’ve supplied into the Mixing Cup. Set the
rest aside just in case you mess up the first go at it, or need more powder.
--With your Measuring Cup place about an eighth (half of ¼) of water and begin mixing with the
spoon. 30 seconds total mixing time: Alginate will go from Purple to Pink. If your mixture is too
clumpy add a “little bit” more water; mix for a thick, smooth(ish) paste consistency. If too watery,
add more Alginate until you get a thick, manageable paste.
--With your spoon, scoop the Alginate Paste into the Bite Tray, over the paper towel for any spills.
You’ll have from 30 Seconds to 1 Minute to apply the paste into the tray, filling it up. But timing
may vary depending on altitude, air and water temperature. The paste will begin to harden, going
from Pink to White while you fill the tray. You will want to place the paste-filled Bite Tray into your
mouth when the color is a pale-pink and the paste is still soft, but not dripping off the tray.
--Place the paste-filled Bite Tray into your mouth, biting down all the way, in the CENTER of the
tray. Use the other paper towel to clean up any chin or lip drips. Maintain a tight and firm bite for
about 1 Minute where the paste will go completely White. During which time you can: A). Clean Up
Your Utensils, B). Do Nothing, C). Marvel At Your Awesome Chemistry Skillz, D). Read one of the
incredible vampire books in the One Blood series that Stavros has written, or E). Other.
--To remove the Bite Tray from your mouth, put your fingers in a peace sign (pointer & middle
finger extended), and moving between the tray’s little handle pull slowly down on both the
“hardened” Alginate Paste and the Bite Tray. You may incur some suction, so go slow.
--Examine the impression’s form of your teeth after you wipe all the spittle and Alginate out of your
mouth. If the impression looks bad, like it is too shallow, has broken patches, overly clumpy, or
you didn’t bite down all the way, and/or the gum line and other tooth forms are unclear, then clean
up your tray and start again, learning from the process. If the impression looks good, with all your
teeth clearly displayed with a nice and visible gum line, then rinse it off in the sink, or with water

from your container, making sure to keep the impression on the tray. If you are unsure, or just
want confirmation, you can always text message me with a picture of your impression, to 505-2276674, and I will let you know.
--To prepare your impression for shipping: Remove all alginate powder from the plastic bag, rinse,
and WRITE YOUR NAME on the bag. Then wrap the “wet” impression-in-its-tray in a damp paper
towel, and place it into the bag, and seal it. The wet impression in the sealed bag should go back
to a Pink color after a bit. If it remains White, that is okay too.

--SHIPPING YOUR IMPRESSIONS BACK TO US: With your impressions properly wet wrapped,
and packaged in a small, firm box, use your regular post office services - either send it first class or
Priority. Priority even provides their own boxes, so yay! to that.
Using UPS is a gamble. Fed-ex is usually better, but still costly for what's needed. Truth...other
carriers, other than the Post Office, lose, misplace, fail to deliver and lie about it, usually in an equal
portion to when they actually just deliver the package.
*For Foreign shipping options, please use your regular Post Office services, unless they have
proven unworthy, in those instances Fed -Ex is recommended as they seem to handle foreign
deliveries better than local ones.
*NEVER: Ship your impression(s) requiring a signature. That is a guaranteed way to ensure that
your delivery will be delayed or even lost.
SEND TO: 151 Camino Sin Pasada, Corrales, NM. 87048.
--Clean Up: The dried Alginate in the Mixing Cup and on the Metal Spoon will clean easily with the
used paper towels. Then wash normally. Keep any extra Alginate just in case you want a second
set of Kaos Kustom Fangs! Because, you know, once you feel the Kaos, you’ll want more…and
more…mmmm, yes… V””V
---Lastly, you can ALWAYS call, Stavros or Krys, at 505-227-6674 when you are making your
impression, and if you run out of powder you can ALWAYS get more. We are here to help bring
your dream to life. Kaos Kustom Fangs are not just your ordinary fang shop. We fang you for life!
READ THRU CAREFULLY FIRST BEFORE MAKING YOUR IMPRESSION!

Try our AMAZING, Organic Teas at

Vampyre Tea Company
Flavor was never so Healthy!

